Dynamics of Saturnian thunderstorms
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Thunderstorms on Saturn usually last much longer than their terrestrial counterparts. The Cassini spacecraft has observed Saturnian lightning storms with durations of a few days up to several months. During these long storms the lightning flash rate measured by the Cassini RPWS (Radio and Plasma Wave Science) instrument is waxing and waning or sometimes even going down to zero for a few days before rising up again. Dyudina et al. (2007, Icarus 190, 545-555) observed three bright storm cloud eruptions in 2004 correlating with high Saturnian lightning flash rates.

To gain more insight into the dynamics of the thunderstorms we will further compare the distance-normalized lightning flash rate with contemporaneous images from the Cassini camera complemented with images of Saturn storms from amateur astronomers taken on Earth. We will show that the decrease of lightning flash rates in late January 2008 can be explained by a corresponding splitting of the thunderstorm cell. This led to two storm cells, a weaker one with probably no lightning activity that drifted westward, and a stronger one that kept its drift rate and developed large lightning activity again by mid-February 2008. We will show other examples of storm cell splitting suggesting that this process might be an important factor in the dynamics of Saturnian thunderstorms.